To expand our team, we are looking for

IT Security Analysts
Penetration Tester
Ethical Hacker
Welcome to whitelisthackers!
We are a young team that is on fire for cyber security and protecting our customers from cyber-attacks and their
devastating consequences. With security training and workshops, we encourage IT security awareness in society.
Do you enjoy playing the role of an attacker and searching for vulnerabilities and security flaws in IT systems?
Are you a "ponderer" who always gets to the bottom of things? Are you enthusiastic about new technologies?
If red team assessments and penetration tests on networks/ICT systems are fun for you – we want……. YOU!

Your tasks:
-

Independent conducting of penetration tests and vulnerability scans
Analysis of IT architectures based on common cyber security frameworks and best practices
Summarize and assess PenTest results to create management and business level compliance reports
Provide advice for remediation of identified vulnerabilities
Prevention and resolution of IT security incidents
Gladly welcomed, but not a must: Conducting IT security workshops and LiveHackings (trade fairs, customer
events etc.)

With this you inspire:
-

Intense interest in IT security topics
First experiences with PenTest tools and IT security frameworks
Solid knowledge in one or more common programming languages
Experience in areas such as hardware, IT networks, operating systems, (web) applications, social engineering,
etc.
Ability to understand complex relationships and structures and to identify problems
Gladly welcomed, but not a must: certifications such as CEH, OSCP or similar
Written and spoken English as well as good German (training can be provided) skills

Why whitelisthackers?
We are a young and cool team with individual characters, where working together is fun!
As an employer, we support you in your individual plans and offer you the opportunity for further development and
promotion. Our annual incentives contribute to a strong team spirit.
For long-term employees, participation in various conferences such as the world's largest hacker conferences (BlackHat
and/or DefCon) is certainly also an incentive.
Contrary to common clichés, we do not work in a dark basement room, but in our cool hacker loft in the heart of
Bamberg. Working from home can be arranged. For meetings and "on-site appointments" you can also travel to
customers if necessary.

Are you interested? Apply today and send us your complete application documents to: career@wlh.io (only
direct applications, no recruiters)

whitelisthackers.com

